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Dear Client,
How have the markets performed in 2016? 0%? -5%? -10%. You would not be blamed for thinking so. After a weak
first quarter with stocks at one point falling 10% and oil off 50%, plus a second quarter ending with Brexit hysteria,
one might assume we were down even further. Yet, the second quarter was mostly positive, leading to acceptable
year-to-date results. U.S. equity markets once again led the way, with the S&P 500 up 2.5% for the quarter and
3.8% for the year. Bonds in most markets also performed well, as interest rates plummeted. The only poor performer, on the heels of a very weak June, were foreign equities, which declined 0.6% in the second quarter and are
down 1% for the year.
So why the gloomy feeling among investors? Many headlines relate to negative news:







A large proportion of global bonds now trade with negative interest
Continuing weak corporate profit growth
A weak June jobs report in the U.S.
The U.K. vote to leave the European Union (Brexit)
A negative U.S. presidential election cycle

MICHAEL R. EISNER CFA®
Chief Investment Officer

The malaise in the markets also stems from the continued ailing of the global economy: slow economic growth, too
much debt, low inflation (if not deflation in some areas), political uncertainty and continued Central Bank activity
which has kept assets barely afloat. Since November 2014, markets are at best flat, with many down significantly.
The negative interest rate conundrum is also particularly troubling. Currently, 33% of developed market debt is
now trading in negative territory (Figure 1). Negative interest rates mean the investor has the “privilege” of paying
interest to an entity for buying its bonds. Although most of this bond buying is being done by Central Banks, it is a
reflection of fear investors feel as they are willing to pay more just to get their money back. In addition, it makes
bonds unattractive to many others and forces them to invest in riskier assets to get any kind of return.
Of course, the recent vote by the United Kingdom to exit the European Union has cast a pall over financial markets.
This decision is fraught with uncertainty and will take years to reconcile. We do not believe this is a financial issue
(which would itself increase current volatility in the markets) but a global macroeconomic one that will ultimately
have an effect on economic growth and trade. In the long run, this may impact long-term growth and returns, but it
is way too early to tell.
There are peaks of sunshine, but it is still a mostly cloudy environment. The U.S. continues to grow at a steady 2%
with an economy that hovers near full employment. Yet, lower paying jobs are being created while more and more
people leave the workforce. (In an ironic twist, if you leave the workforce because you have given up hope of finding a job, you are not considered actively looking for a job and therefore are not counted as unemployed; go figure.)
Corporations continue to use robust cash flow to increase dividends and buy back stock, but are loathe to invest in
productive assets given the uncertain environment. Corporate profits, which have fallen for five consecutive quarters are expected to turn upwards later this year.
Given all of the above, we still think the probability of a recession is limited. Slow and steady is unexciting, but
better than an economic contraction. Stability, even with a bit of uncertainty, can still lead to positive returns.
Therefore, we maintain full weights to equities and higher yielding credits (especially in the municipal space) at the
expense of fixed income and cash. We trust that our managers’ attention to fundamentals and valuations will provide them the potential to outperform certain fully valued areas of the markets. Our Outlook section discusses our
ideas in more detail.
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The Markets
Ross Miller CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst
Global credit and equity markets had a relatively good second quarter until the last two weeks of June. The Brexit results created turmoil
that severely stressed markets, pushing bond yields down to historic
lows while equity markets retraced gains from February lows.
CREDIT MARKETS
Sovereign bond yields declined substantially in June pushing more
government bonds into negative territory. 10-year U.S. Treasury
yields finished the second quarter at 1.49%, the lowest in over four
years. Record low yields hit Germany as 10-year Bunds ended at
-0.13% and the U.K. as Gilts closed at 0.86%. This resulted in longer
duration government bonds outperforming. As yields hit record lows,
sovereign bonds remain fully valued amid diverging fundamentals
and technicals.
Municipal bonds have continued to benefit from a flight-to-quality
sentiment and yield hunting; municipal bonds have seen 37 straight
weeks of inflows. As long as sovereign and corporate bond yields
continue to remain at historic lows, municipals will remain in demand.
High-yield municipals have been one of the best performing asset
classes in 2016 as investors have sought safer and higher yielding
assets; investors have poured $6.1 billion into municipal bond funds
so far this year. The biggest headlines for the asset class have been
Puerto Rico, Illinois, Chicago and New Jersey. Despite the negative
press, most outcomes have turned positive. Puerto Rico received
help from the U.S. government in the passing of the PROMESA bill
and Illinois has finally agreed on a budget through the end of 2016.
Although headline risks persist, investors will likely remain enamored
with the attractive tax-efficient yields.

Figure 1

High-yield corporate bonds have seen a significant rally since their
sharp downturn in February. During the quarter, high-yield corporates rallied as commodities continued to push higher amid reports
of oil supply cuts and increased demand for industrial metals. Highyield corporates have been a concern due to increased leverage and
negative earnings over the past five quarters. Defaults hit $14 billion
in the first two weeks of April, the highest in two years. However, as
commodity markets calmed and distressed companies restructured,
the asset class stabilized. Despite strong performance, high-yield risk
remains elevated as debt maturity walls begin to rise in the coming
years, earnings have yet to improve and leverage remains high.
International bonds performed well in the second quarter as central
bank actions contributed to increased buying of developed market
bonds, primarily in Europe. With borrowing rates at all-time lows,
non-European corporations are taking advantage by issuing bonds in
Europe. Central banks have also aided emerging market bonds as the
lower-for-longer rate environment and stabilization in the U.S. dollar
has led to increased demand. Asia ex-China has done well but given
that China is the biggest trading partner in the region, its slow economic transition remains a risk to growth. Latin America has been
mixed as many positives have been offset with certain negatives.
Argentina solved its creditor issues and gained market access for the
first time in 20 years but this was offset by Venezuela’s economic
turmoil and Brazil’s political circus. International bonds are attractive
but country and individual security selection are key as many structural, economic and debt issues remain.
GLOBAL EQUITIES
Global equity markets had been gradually moving up in the second
quarter as mostly positive economic data supported slow but improving growth fundamentals. However, equity markets had a sharp reversal following the Brexit vote, putting most developed markets at a
loss for the quarter and for the year.
U.S. equity markets fell following the Brexit vote but given moderately positive returns in April and May, almost all capitalization and style
equity indices finished positive in the second quarter. As international uncertainty continued to increase, U.S. large cap stocks gained but
underperformed more domestically focused smaller and mid cap
stocks; U.S. large cap stocks generate almost 50% of revenue globally
and are therefore more impacted by currency moves and international issues.

Source: Bloomberg, JP Morgan Asset Management
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sal from 2015. As mentioned in the last investment review, value had
begun to outperform growth. This trend has not changed but has
gained strength. Value companies have outperformed growth by 550
basis points on average this year. Growth has struggled as economic
uncertainties remain and markets have put more focus on earnings,
revenues and cash-flows. Value companies typically have consistent
cash-flow generation, earnings, pay higher dividends and are less
cyclical. This trend is likely to continue through 2016 as market, economic and political uncertainties play out.
International markets struggled for gains in the second quarter as
politics and central bank activity increased uncertainty. European
markets had been on a slow upward trajectory until Brexit. However,
Europe is heavily supported by the central bank, which should bolster
its equity markets. Volatility will remain in Europe as politics become
a headline following Brexit; elections in Italy and Germany will impact
markets given the rise of anti-European Union sentiment.

REAL ASSETS
Commodity markets continued to recover from their February lows,
with oil up 26% and natural gas rallying 49% during the second quarter. Over the year to date, oil and natural gas have now risen 43%
and 79% respectively. Having been indiscriminately sold during 2015
and early 2016, MLPs also continued to recover, with the Alerian
Index gaining 19.7% during the second quarter. While the higher oil
price has certainly boosted MLP valuations, much of the rally is a
result of increased investor demand given the sector’s historically low
valuations.
Precious metals rallied as investors sought safe havens amid the
Brexit turmoil. Additionally, a lower global interest rate environment
(with negative rates in some countries) serves to increase investor
demand for precious metals; the SPDR Gold Trust ETF has seen over
$12 billion of inflows so far this year. Gold and silver gained 7% and
21% respectively during the second quarter.

Asian markets struggled as Chinese economic data has been mixed,
with even positive data having negative undertones. The continued
exclusion of China’s ‘A’ share market from the MSCI Emerging Market
Index was a negative but led to slight gains as it hinted to more government stimulus. Japan continues to suffer from an appreciating
currency which makes the unprecedented stimulus provided by the
Bank of Japan almost counterproductive. Australia has seen inflation
and positive economic growth, despite an economic transition from
commodities.
Emerging markets are one of the top performing asset classes in 2016
(Figure 2). Emerging markets have numerous structural and potential
growth issues but given global central bank support, their risks are
relatively suppressed. Valuations remain attractive in most markets
but with economic turmoil in some of the largest countries such as
Brazil, China and India, an overtone of caution is necessary. The negative impacts of a stronger U.S. dollar and low commodity prices have
faded which benefits emerging markets, but given how quickly trends
can reverse, emerging markets have an inherent tail risk.

Figure 2: Global Equity Returns

Source: Morningstar
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BREXIT – A Very British Affair?
ROBERT J. WHITE
CFA®, CFP®
Director of
Investments

On June 23rd 2016, British citizens unexpectedly voted to leave the European Union, an economic and judicial union that
includes 28 member countries. After over 40 years of European Community membership, the result shocked investors,
global markets and resulted in volatile trading across all asset classes.
The dust may be settling but warning signs remain. The initial market reaction was to sell all risk assets. While equity
markets generally recovered to end the quarter back near their record highs, the debt and currency markets tell a more
concerning story, one that suggests that the relief rally in European equities is most likely a result of an anticipated
surge in quantitative easing. Having started the year yielding 2.27%, the U.S. 10-year treasury yield ended the quarter
close to record lows at 1.49%, marginally up from its post-Brexit low of 1.42%. Likewise, the U.K. 10-year Gilt has
slumped below a 1% yield while German 10-year Bunds are firmly in negative interest rate territory. The magnitude of
these yield changes warns us of a slowdown in global economic growth, much of which is related to the prolonged period of political and economic uncertainty that Brexit has caused in Europe.
Too many outcomes, too much uncertainty. Immigration was the key factor in Brexit’s vote, but looking forward over
the next couple of years, the U.K.’s success in negotiating trade will be key. There are a number of alternative ways
forward, including membership of the European Economic Area (EEA), membership of a Free-trade area, Most Favored
Nation status or a Bi-lateral agreement. Each of these would involve varying levels of economic access, requirements on
immigration policy, free movement of goods and people and membership costs. The EEA option would prove least disruptive, retaining most of the economic benefits of EU membership while providing greater control over immigration.
However, any agreement must be unanimously ratified by all 27 remaining member states, a mean feat at the best of
times. In today’s environment, some of these nations will want to play hardball.
A fractured Kingdom. The vote has polarized opinion across socio-economic, education, regional and urban/rural lines.
In Scotland, where 62% voted to remain in the EU, the First Minister is seeking a way to remain in the EU. This could
result in a second Scottish referendum to leave the U.K. and to subsequently join the E.U. In Northern Ireland, where
59% voted to Remain, it risks reigniting old tensions amid talk of unifying with Ireland (an E.U. member state); Deputy
First Minister Martin McGuiness has called for a full reunification with Ireland. Even Gibraltar, where 96% of its 30,000
population voted Remain, has the potential to create problems with the neighboring Spanish government outrageously
announcing that “the Spanish flag on the Rock of Gibraltar is much closer than before.”
An emboldened European nationalistic citizenry. The impact of Brexit may, in isolation, be largely insular. However,
fear that other countries in Europe may try to emulate the U.K. is likely to create a prolonged period of political and
economic uncertainty throughout Europe. In France, the right-wing Marine Le Pen leads the National Front Party with a
promise to introduce a referendum to leave the E.U. if they win the upcoming election. Similar fears hold for Italy which
must also call an election within the next 18 months.
A long period of volatility and headline risks. Following the result, U.K. politics were in complete disarray, with fractured leadership on both sides of the bench. Encouragingly, following David Cameron's announcement to resign, the
Conservative Party swiftly elected Theresa May as a new leader, avoiding a two-month long leadership election process.
However, Theresa May and her new cabinet must now decide when to invoke Article 50 of the Treaty of Lisbon, thereby
starting two years of talks to exit the European Union; their decisions may mean that the two-year count down does not
even start until early 2017.
So will this be A Very British Affair? We believe that the risks point to a broader level of both political and economic
contagion across Europe. The U.K is the world's 5th largest economy while London is the preeminent global financial
center. With British economic growth coming to an abrupt standstill, the heightened level of global investor anxiety will
likely be drip-fed by a stream of unintended consequences. Notwithstanding this dour outlook, we currently believe
that the crisis will be largely contained to the European Union. While the U.S. economy remains in a low growth environment, we believe that it has an underlying strength that will enable it to continue on its current trajectory.
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Outlook
MICHAEL R. EISNER CFA®
Chief Investment Officer

After 18 months of weak returns, we’d love to tell you that things are going to change. Unfortunately, we see more
of the same: somewhat modest returns with increased volatility. Corporate profits, the real driver of stock returns,
are still falling and will take several quarters to get back on track. Interest rates, a reflection of economic health, are
historically low, signaling continued distress in global economies. We might be a little more sanguine if asset prices
were less expensive, but continued Central Bank liquidity has not allowed prices to fall to more reasonable levels.
Therefore, we remain relatively cautious in our outlook and anticipate continued below average returns with higher
levels of volatility.
Given all of the above, we have kept portfolios tilted towards assets that either have higher, stable yields or have
more reasonable valuations. For example, high-yield municipal bonds (excluding Puerto Rico) have a 5% after-tax
yield and much lower default rates than similar corporate bonds. We have added to this asset class during the year
as the underlying fundamentals of high yield municipals improve off of steady U.S. economic growth. In addition,
emerging market equities have become relatively attractive, as their poor returns these last several years have reflected weak underlying economies in transition. We believe managers who invest in stocks with strong fundamentals, in selected emerging countries, will have more opportunities to add value as they are buying assets at more
reasonable valuations.
We continue to keep our overweight to MLPs,
which have rebounded nicely off of this winter’s
depressed values. MLPs should continue to perform as the U.S. economy maintains its slow and
steady growth rate. In addition, we will further
reduce hedge fund allocations in the coming
months as after-tax results in the current environment are unappealing in the space. Lastly, over the
past 12 months, we have strategically increased
our allocations to international equities. Given the
Brexit result, we will review our thought process to
make sure our thesis remains intact.

Growth Account Asset Allocation

There will continue to be exogenous shocks, such
as terrorist attacks and turmoil in the Middle East,
and although disturbing in nature, historically they
have little impact on markets. The U.S. Presidential
election will come more into focus towards the fall,
and we will continue to review the policy proposals
of both candidates for their impacts on the economy and markets. But given the uncertainty of the electorate and
the difficulty of getting anything accomplished in Congress, even those proposals have to be taken with a some
skepticism.
Needless to say, there is rarely a dull moment in the investment world. Fortunately, Market Street and our clients
take a long-term view, trying to ignore a lot of the immediate “noise” while focusing on those factors we have some
control over: devising a plan, being thoughtful in portfolio allocation, buying assets that are cheap and staying disciplined in our processes.
As always, please feel free to call us or your Wealth Advisor if you have questions. And enjoy your summer!
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Market Data
EQUITIES
S&P 500
Russell 1000
Russell Midcap
Russell 2000
Wilshire 5000
MSCI ACWI ex. US
MSCI EAFE
MSCI Japan
MSCI EM
S&P Global REIT

Q2 '16%
2.5
2.5
3.2
3.8
2.8
-0.6
-1.2
1.0
0.7
4.8

1 YR%
4.0
2.9
0.6
-6.70
11.3
-10.2
-9.7
-8.9
-12.1
17.8

3 YR%
11.7
11.5
10.8
7.1
3.0
1.2
2.5
2.7
-1.6
11.3

COMMODITIES
Gold
Silver
WTI Crude Oil
Brent Crude Oil

6/30$
1,334
19.36
48.62
50.04

1 YR$
1,169
15.58
60.50
66.95

CURRENCIES
Euro/U.S.
Sterling/U.S.
U.S./Yen
DXY Index

6/30$
1.11
1.33
102.76
95.93

1 YR$
1.11
1.56
123.17
96.31

FIXED INCOME
Barlcays Municipal
Barlcays Municipal HY
Barclays Corp. HY
JPM GBI-EM

Q2 '16%
1.4
5.1
5.5
2.7

1 YR%
4.9
12.1
1.6
2

3 YR%
3.6
6.5
4.2
-3.6

GLOBAL MACRO DATA
U.S. CPI Index
U.S. Real GDP ($billion)
VIX (S&P 500)
LIBOR (3 month)

30-Jun
239.4
16,515
15.6
0.65

1 YR
236.9
16,177
16.1
0.28

ECONOMIC DATA
Unemployment Rate
Nonfarm Payrolls Net

June
4.9
287

May
4.7
11

April
5.0
144

RETAIL SECTOR
Retail Sales
Retail Sales ex. Autos

MoM%
0.5
0.4

YoY%
2.5
2.7
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Please visit our website, www.MarketStreetTrust.com for additional information on the funds and any investment fund updates.
As always, please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about the investment program or your personal portfolio.
80 E. Market Street, Suite 300 ǀ Corning, New York 14830 ǀ 607.962.6876 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
499 Park Avenue, 26th Floor ǀ New York, New York 10022 ǀ 212.400.9070 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
www.MarketStreetTrust.com

Michael R. Eisner CFA®
Chief Investment Officer

Robert J. White CFA®, CFP®
Director of Investments

Ross Miller CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst

Amy R. Sydlansky
Investment Associate

This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a
recommendation or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must
assess the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or
services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify. Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used
or relied upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
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